HEALTHCARE

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY I HEALTHCARE

Building to Scale with
Intake Expertise to
Support 19% Savings

CLIENT CHALLENGE
A healthcare diagnostics leader was advancing into highend genetic testing, starting with cancer screenings that
required prior authorization from insurance companies. With
no experience managing the prior authorization process, the
client sought HGS for our specialized clinical expertise and
prior authorization services.

AT A GLANCE
Client:
Global Life Sciences and Diagnostics
Leader

275 FTEs
including RNs and Coders

THE SOLUTION

Services:

HGS began the engagement with a consultative approach
to prior authorization, drawing on clinical knowledge and
workforce management innovation. We built a team of
RNs, based in the Philippines, to initiate the preauthorization
support work, well supported by employee training and
engagement. With a focus on operational streamlining and
cost containment, HGS made process changes to reallocate
lower-tier work to agents, so RNs could assume work related
to clinical knowledge. Next, we built to scale, adding staff at
the right levels to help our client build this service line from
the ground up. As the ultimate testament of success—this
service line has grown increasingly more successful with
additions to the type and number of tests requiring this
high-level medical and financial screening.

Service Delivery Locations:

RESULTS
In just three years, HGS helped grow this partner’s genetic
testing business line from inception to over $100 million per
year in revenue. By moving the lower-tiered support work to
agents, we helped achieve client savings of
.

Accounts Receivable and Denial
Resolution Services, ICD10
Translation and Unbillable Claim Edit
Review Correction, and Obtaining
Prior Authorization for High-End
Genetic Tests

Manila, Philippines; Hyderabad and
Bangalore, India

“HGS showed an ability to build
a new process supporting
preauthorization, in a short
timeframe. Their partnership allowed
us the resources to offer a service
that keeps us ahead in the industry.”

19%

- HGS Healthcare Client

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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